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Directed acyclic graphs (DAGs)

What are acyclic digraphs?

 
What is the use of these objects in statistics and causal inference?

 vertices or nodes

connected by directed edges

contain no cycles

·

·

·

probabilistic DAG

causal DAG

·

·
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Probabilistic graphical models for a set of
variables  characterized
by

A compact way for characterising multivariate probability

distributions

 
 

 
e.g. 

Probabilistic DAGs - Bayesian networks
Statistician's de nition
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a graphical structure, directed and acyclic,
whose nodes are the variables

a probability model for each node
describing the relationship with its parents

edges encode conditional independencies
(any variable is conditionally independent
of its non-descendant given its parents)
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Graphical representation of structural causal
models

 

Causal DAGs and Markov condition
Causal interpretation

All common causes, even if unmeasured, of any pair of variables on the graph are themselves
on the graph 
Causal Markov condition: given a causal DAG representation of a system, it also represents its
conditional independence (CI) properties

qualitative

directed edges imply direct causes (e.g. 
 is a direct cause of )

directed paths imply potential causes (e.g. 
 is a potential cause of )

·
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Intervention e ects from causal DAGs
 

Pearl do calculus

Average causal e ect:  [causal estimand]

Causal e ect:  [conditional probability in manipulated model]

Adjustment formula:  
[only in terms of preintervention probabilities]
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Given a causal DAG  
More generally: 

: parents of X in the DAG

Intervention e ects in terms of propensity scores
 

Reweighting samples  ctitious population from post-intervention distribution

Given a DAG, graphical criteria (e.g. back and front door) inform identi ability of causal e ects
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Parameter estimation: 

Structure learning: 

Memento: CIs are by de nition symmetric

Scientist's wishful thinking? Maybe, under strong and
untestable (causal) assumptions - "no cause in no cause out"

(Cartwright)

Known causal structure - a big IF
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Causal discovery of DAGs - Some assumptions

A. Philip Dawid, 2009, Beware of the DAG!

Causal representation: There exists some DAG  that is a causal DAG representation of the
system.

Causal Markov condition: The identical DAG  also represents (by means of the Markov
condition) the probabilistic conditional independence properties of the system.

Causal faithfulness: The causal DAG  is a probabilistically faithful representation of the
system

Causal e ciency: No unmeasured confounders

· �

· �

· �

in plain English: all and only the independencies of the probability distribution are
encoded in the graph

beware of poligamy: the same set of conditional independence relationships can be
described by di erent DAGs, so the same distribution may be faithful to many DAGs

-

-

·
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Data from the English National Survey of
Psychiatric Morbidity, 2007 and 2000

Psychological questionnaire

Social variable history of bullying assumed
antecedent

Interactional model of symptoms explored
by means of Bayesian networks (represented by

DAGs)
sample of 50,000 DAGs

A case study in Psychosis

symptomatic and experiential variables

cross sectional

8580 subjects

9 selected variables

·

·

·

·
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sample of 50,000 DAGs

Intervention e ects: from a DAG ensemble from the posterior
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Thank you
 

 
To nd out what happens when you change something, it is necessary to change it 
George E.P. Box, J.Stuart Hunter and William G. Hunter  
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